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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Hypnotism, recognized only in recent years by
the public as a healthy branch of modern ac1enoe, has
rooted and flowered tn various fields of studies and
pra.cticea.
It is interesting to note tha.t Nathaniel Ha\Vthorne,
one of America's great writers of fiction, should have
used hypnotism as one of h1s artistic techniques to bring
out his themes and asp1rat1ona.
Throughout the yeara readers and students of Hawthorne have been awed and delighted by the pure beauty
of his style and his deep perception of human nature. 1
To others, he has nthe purest style, the finest taste,

the most available scholarship, the most delicate humor,
the most touching_ pathos, the most radiant imagination, and
the most consummate 1ngenuity."2

To Canby3 Hawthorne's

interest is centered ln the warped and injured minds.

1Norma.n Holmes Pearson, Introduction, ~ Complete
Novels and Selected Tales of Nathaniel Hawthorne {New
York, 1937), p. v11i.
-?.samund Wilson, ed., 2:h.2 Shock _2! Recognition, Vol.,
I (New York, 1943), p. 169.

3nenry Seidel Canby, Classic ~mer1cans (New York,
1931) p p. 248.

2

Bµt more important to us is the fact that Hawthorne posaesaea what one of his friends called "the awful power of

insight, n4 which penetrates into the easent1a.l truth of
the human nature.

In recent years, Ha.wthoren has become more popular
with the connecting threads which have been found between·
him and modern American literature.

And Hawthorne's most

distinctive characteristics have been thought to be his
invention, creation, imagination, and especially his or1ginality--a trait which, in the literature of fiction, !s
positively worth all the rest.5
'i7hen

·11e read

Often we are charmed

in h1 a tales and romances of the half-formed,

the reluctant, or the unexpressed fancies of mankind.
It 1 s well ltnown that Hawthorne has many times

turned hi a a.liena ted from the grea. t chain of huma.n1 t,y.
The central theme thus emerges in all of Ha.wthorne•i:i
tales and romancea--the problem of the inner and outer
world, the inner and outer state of one's self, or as

4Ray R. Viale, Ha.\vthorne' a Tragic Vision {.i\ust1n,

Texas, 1957), p. 6.

5w11son, p. 166.

3
stated by R1nge,6 the balance between the heart and the
head.

The separation of the outer and the inner world
leads to self-destruction.

--

In The House of the Seven

-

Gables, the outer world wh1ch Judge Pyncheon lives in
ha a work to do, place a to go, and people to. see.

In the

beginning of the chapter entitled "Governor Pyncheon, 0
while the reader 1s quite uncertain about what has become
of the judge,--ia he dea.d or al1ve?--Hawthorne ventures
to list all the things

the judge haa scheduled to do.

He 1s to meet a State Street broker about one favorable

investment.

He plans to attend an auction of real estate,

"including a. portion of the old Pynoheon property, originally belonging to

z~!aule'

s garden ground."

to buy "a horse for his own driving."7

Next, he 1s

Then he ha.a to

attend a meeting of a charitable society, to measure the
renewal of Hrs. Pyncheon' a t,ornbatone, to order some fruit-,

trees for hie own pleasure, to,··ca.11 on a decayed widow
whose :daughter and herself have scarcely brea.d to ea. t a.nd
perhaps to help her with a "bank-note."

Afterwards he is

6oonald A~ Ringe, "Hawthorne' a Psychology of the
Head and Heart," PMLA-, March, 1950, p. 120.

7Reference to Hawthorne' a original text can be

found 1n Hawthorne's Complete Works, Vol. III, pp. 320-

323.
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to see his physician about "a disagreeable choking, or
stifling, or gurgling, or bubbling, in the reg1on of the
thorax" or merely a "dimness of sight and a dizziness

brain."

or

But the moat important on his agenda is to attend

an excellent dinner party where the candicate for the

governor of Massachusetts 1s to be chosen.

Hawthorne

assures ua that Judge Pyncheon has the ambition of running

for the future governor's aeat:
The meed for which you have toiled and fought,
and climbed, a.nd crept, ls ready for· your grasp!
Be present at this d1nner!--dr1nk a glass or two
or that noble wine!--make your pledges 1n as low
a whisper as you will!--and you r1ae up from table
virtually governor of the glorioue Qld State!
Governor Pyncheon of \!aasachusetta!ts
These act1v1t1ea cited 1n the foregoing paragraph
determine the outer world of Judge Pyncheon.

In his outer

world, he is presumed to be a charitable, kind, and successful person.

But as Orel says, "the outer world measures

what 1t seems not what it ia."9

If we relate Judge Pyn-

oheon'e outer world to his inner world, which ia the aoul
w1th1n his body, we shall make strange discoveries among
remin1scences, projects, hopes, apprehensions, weakness,

8works, III, PP• 324-325.
~.

9Ha.rold Orel, "The Double Symbol," American Litera.March, 1951, p. 1.
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and strong points, wh1oh he has heretofore shared with
Hawthorne calls him "worldly~ selfish~ 1ron-

nobody.

hearted hypocr1te"l0 to mock him for the presentation he
makes

or

himself in the outer world.

For it is Hawthorne's

belief that there is sin at the base of Judge Pynoheon•e
being.

The outer world

1nner world

or

or

goodness dissolves; only the

ev11 remains.

Though he may present to

others an aspect ot honor, the sin 1n his soul has driven
him to his end.
Hawthorne 1s here, as 1n many other instances,
concerned with the separation of the 1nd1v1dual's outer
and inner state.

Destruction and unhappiness are usually

the result when these two worlds are not balanced.
Hawthorne's theme of the relation of head and
heart, which takes so many forms in his work 1e present
almost everywhere in some form.
ner observes, the rela.t1on

or

It is• as Hyatt H. Waggo-

knowledge to action, of

knowledge to emotion, of knowledge to will, of science to
wisdom, of fact to value.11

Or a.a ~~atth1eeaen points out,

10
'
Works• III, P• 334.
11Hyatt H. Waggoner, Hawthorne,
(Oambridga, Mase., 1955), p. 26!.

! Cr1t1cal Study

it is the relation between thought and emotion; or reason
and pa.ss1on~l2

Lady Eleanor's pride becomes sin• for it

tramples on human sympathies and the kind.red nature.

Thus,

she is isolated from the brotherhood of mankind,13 and is
unable to associate with the sunshine of humanity.

The

scientist, Rappacoini, who lives isolated from his

col-

leagues because

or

h1a ec1ent1f1c zeal is "so ruthless

that he shows no regard for human oons1derationa when he
wiahea to obtain scientific results. ni4

He uses acienoe

as his medium to control man' a mind, being, and action.
In the utterance of hia daughter, we perceive his ruthlessness:
"I see it! I see ,'1t~ 11 shrieked Bea.trice. "It
1s my father's fatal science! No,. no, Giovanni;
1t was not !! Never! never! I dreamed only to
love thee and be with thee a little time, and
ao to let thee pass away. leaving but thine image
1n mine heart; for Giovanni, believe 1t, though
my body be nourished with po1aon, my ap1r1t is
God' a creature, and craves love as its daily food.
But my father,--he has united us in this fearful
sympathy. Yea; spurn me, tread upon me, kill

12R1nge, p. 120.

13waggoner, pp. 174-187.
1 4Jane Lundblad, Nathaniel Hawthorne and the Tradition .2! Gothic Romance {Cambridge, Mass., 1946y;-p-;--s2.
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me! But 1t was not I. Not for a world of bliss
would I have done it." 1 5
Rappacc1n1 spreads death around him because 1n his search
for knowledge and power he has lived by reason alone.16
His sc1ent1f1o experiment estranges his daughter from all
society of her kind and severs her 11kew1se from all the
warmth of life:
My science and the sympathy between thee and
h1m have so wrought within hie system that he
now stands apart from common men, as thou doat,
daughter of my pride and triumph, from ordinary women.17
Abundance of either heart or head, to Hawthorne' a
way of thinking, does not in 1tself guarantee happiness.
When the hea.rt becomes completely withered, the intellect
assumes complete control and thereby ndestroys all poss1b111 ty of the individual's achieving

through. human understand1ng.nl8

remorse and 1na1ght

The a1n therefore 11ea

in the fact that the tntelleot is elevated to a triumphant
poe1tion over the heart.

These and other recurrent exa.ci-

plea, where all valuea are sacrificed to a single over-

l5waggoner, p. 297.
l6rb1d., P• x.
1 7rb1d., p. 298.

-

18

R1nge, P• 122.

8

ruling purpose, reveal and typify Hawthorne's overwhelming
interest and belief in the working-together of heart and
head to attain hum*1 health and happ1naas.
Studying more closely Hawthorne's theme of the heart
and the head, we find that ha means by the term roughly
"what psychiatrists mean when they talk about the coneoious

and the unconec1ous minds."19
The pr1no1plea of hypnotism had long been in practice
among the Oriental peoples before they oame into notice
in Europe.

Originally• hypnotism was aaaoo1a.ted vii th "re-

ligious and myat1cal"20 practices.

In the faith of Buddhism,

for example, the practice of hypnotism usually played an
important role..

Often when a follower of Buddha. wanted to

see h1a ancestors who had been dead for a.long, long time
to ask for their blessings and good fortune, he would be
led to certain priests who had the "magiott power of "hypnotizing•• people or the same fa! th.

The naive subject was

always asked to oloae his eyes and to listen to what the
pr1eat murmured to him.

Through. auggeat1b111ty, the naive

l9waggoner, p. ix.
20c1ark L. Hull, Hypnosis ~ Su55eat1b111t~ (New

York, 1933). p. l.
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subject would gradually lose his intellectual perception, and be led into hie spir1tual1zed perception.
Only then could the priest have tho full control over
his body, his aot1on, his mind, and his thinking.

The

priest was able to make the subject do whatever he wanted
h1m to do.

Even when the subject woke up from his trance,

he would be able to tell e:xe.otly what he sa.w and·:\vhat he
heard in the "other" world.

Hypnotism was then, used as

a medium through wh1oh Buddhists could get a glimpse into
the spiritual world.
Hypnotic methods and practices differ widely, but
the key device is baaed on the principle of one's control
over another and the isolation of heart and head.
I propose in this study to examine the uses of
hypnotism 1n two of Hawthorne's ta.lest "Ethan Brand 11 and
"The Prophetic

Pictures~;

and three of Hawthorne' a ro-

-

-

mances: Fanshawe, ,..._.
The House of ......,._
the Seven Gables, and The
Bl1thedale Romance.

My a.1ms are generally these: to

investigate Hawthorne's interest 1n hypnotism with
reference to the manifested popularity of hypnotism in
his time; to 1dent1fy Hawthorne's 1mplioat1on of hypnotism in the above tales and romances; and to analyze

10

Hawthorne's art of interweaving his themes with the practice of hypnosis.

CHAPTER

II

PRESSNTATION OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF

HYPNOTIS~·.[

Although little moro than a century has passed
since the word

11

hypnot1sm" \Va.a first used, the history

of th1a a.rt extends to very ancient timea;

There are

ample reasons to believe that the art, though never
called hypnotism, had been practised by the ancient
Egyptians, the Syrians, Babylonians, Hebrews, Indians,
Chinese, Greeks, and Romans. 21
In ancient Greece, at the temple of the God of'
~Ied1c1ne

in Ep1daurua, the sick 1i1ere put into a. "hypno-

tic" trance by priests, and through suggestion saw v1a1ona of the gods, with resulting cure.
The ceremonies of oryatal 3az1ng ln the Egyptian
religions a;re deeply bound with hypnotiam. 22
The
priests of the Orient are especially familiar with the
practice of hypnotism.

It is even described in some

ancient works written in Sanskrit in India..

The knowle-

21J. Louie Orton, Hypnotism~ Practical (London,
1956), p. 16.
22Ibid.
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dge of hypnotism has long been generally known among the
Mongols, Tibetan, and the Chinese.23
The more modern study of hypnotism is usually said
to begin with the Viennese physician, Franz Anton Mesmer,
who wrote his medical thesis 1n 1776 on the influence of

the planets upon the bod1ea of

men~

He claimed that the

"animal magnetism" in man could be aroused and could put
man into a hypnotic state.

The investigation of the prin-

ciple of the magnet with 1ts two poles was then just begun.

The human body, with its two aides, was like a magnet,

w1 th 1 ta two poles.

Mesmer reported t.ha t disease was

caused by "an improper distribution of the magnetic
fluid," and the only way to cure it was "to restore the
balance. n24

To an a:ge when the germ theory wa.e still yet

one hundred years 1n the future ·and when insanity was
considered the work of the devil, Mesmer was rejected
and pronounced a fraud.

Followers and students, among whom was Lafayette.
kept Mesmer' a theories alive, and t.he name "mesmerism"

23Lesl1e M•. LeCron and Jean Bordeaux, Hypnotism
Today (New York, 1949), p. 17.

24G. H. Estabrook, Hypnotism {Richmond, Virginia,
1943), p. 121.
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and "animal magnetism" came to be applied to them.
Animal magnetism created quite a atir in the
scientific world, attracting a, great number of followers
in France, Germany, Austria, and. eventually in the United
States.

In America, Grimes had earlier t1•1ed to give

magnetism a. new slant by calling it "electrobiology."
Later Beard became one of the leading hypnotic practitioners and even more famous was Phineas Quimby. 25
When animal magnetism was, at its height, there
appeared out of the East, a. "strange and mysterious w1ae
man, n the Abbe Faria.

He was a Portuguese vrho ha.d spent

raany years 1n the Orient and had probably come into
close contact with hypnotism during his travels in tha.t
land.

Faria knew the value of ahowmansh1p, and always

appeared in a gorgeous robe before the audience.

Accord-

ing to his theories, the major force in hypnotism depended entirely upon suggestion.

Fixation of the gaze

on the eye of the operator offered the advantage of
quicker reaul t.

In 1784, one of Mesmer' s pupils, the Marquis de

25
LeCron and Bordeaux, p. 22.
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Puyeegur, applied this method of mesmerism to a young
shepherd and "magnetized" him into a quiet trance.
The word "hypnotism, .. derived from the Greek word
''hypnos," meaning "sleep," was first coined by James

Braid, a Scottish physician in the early 1840's.

On

November 13, 1841, Braid, for the first time, waa present at a mesmeric seance; the operator was Lafontaine.
After making a series of experiments, Braid discovered
that a trance-like state could be induced by "holding
any bright object above and in front of the subject's
head. n26
A succession of similar experiments clearly
indicated two things: first, that a mesmerized individual
would do what he was told to do; second, that things
done when in that eta ta were r.emembered only when the

same condition was resumed.
However, after Braid' a death, the practice of
hypnotism declined.

It was a French physician in the

middle of the nineteenth century, A. A. Liebeault, who
ended the investigation and became the real father of
modern hypnotism.27

26Ib1d., p. 22.
27Estabrook, p. 125.
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By 1825, hypnotism had developed into a hallucination of "seeing things wh1oh are present; being tunctionally blind to things present; hypnotic anasthesias, and
lnsena1b111ty to paina."28

The hypnotic methods used by these men were
numerous, but there was one element
all.

wh~oh

appeared in

1\tesmer'e followers made it a practice

0

to stare

intently into the eyes of their subjects, n29 ooncentra.t1ng and willing them to go to. sleep.

The

~·!.arqu1e

de

Puyaegur believed 1n the effect of magnets on the body.
Braid' a subject was always told ''to look steadily at a

bright objeot."30

L1ebeault not only requested the

fixation of the eyes but also repeated the following
suggestions: "Your eyelids are getting heavy, your limbs

feel numb, you a.re becoming more and more drowsy,n "You
are resting placidly.
voiae.n31

You attend to nothing but my

As a rule, auggeat1ona began by statln5 what

had occurred, and gradually led to what had not occured

28Hull, P• 9.
29LeCron and Bordeaux, p. 20.
p.

41.

30J. Milne Bramwell, Hypnotism (New York, 1956),

31Orton, p. 75.
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and what wa.a expected to occur.·
Vii th this "fixation of the' eyes" and "auggest1~111tyn

as mediums, the hypnotist opened the door to

the inner world of the

sub~ect.

In the normal state

one's conscloue mind would have control over the body.
He would actt think, and talk as he pleased.
hypnosis this conacloua mind

w~e

dethroned.

In deep

Actions

were now under the will of the hypnotist, who controlled
all the act,1vit1ea of the aubject.32

While under the

hypnotist's control, LeCron said, strange hallucinations

could be created by suggestion, and t.he subject would
accept any suggestion the hypnotist gave.

Today, after almost two centuries since Mesmer,
hypnotism has reached its height of popularity.

It

has been used not only 1n physical healing but also in
mental disorders, crimes, warfare, and education. · Research groups have been organized to study hypnotism.

There are even ooursee held 1n some of the leading
college a and uni ver s1 ties .3'.3 Yet strangely enough, vrn
find that the hypnotic methods st111 remain the same •

.,.2

.

' Estabrook, p. 14.

33nobert Coughlan, "Pathway into the Mind,"~.
March 7, 1960, pp. 106-122.
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The word ''look into my eyes" c9upled w1 th suggestions
are still the key devices in the hypnotic practice.
After this brief discussion of the development
and the general principles of hypnotism, we are now
ready to oxamine the reception of hypnotism in Hawthorne's time.

"Uesmeriem" or "animal

magnetism,~'

aa these two

terms were used interchangeably, had achieved great

notice throu&'1ou t Europe and the United St3. tea by the
nineteenth century.
In Russia, a commission.was appointed in 1815
to investigate "en1me.l magnetism" with even the eatab11ahment of a "magnetical 11 clinic near Moscow.

In

Prussia and Denmark, physicians were authorized to submit their findings to royal commissions in 1817.

By

1835, clinics and research units were w1dely encouraged
1n Holland and Sweden.34

Meanwhile 1n Calcutta, India.

a mesmerte hospital was eata.bl1shed under the direction
of Dr. James Esda!le.

rt. is obvious that the extent of

interest in "mesmerism" had become wider and deeper.
In the United States, the interest in mesmerism

34 sidney E. Lind. "Poe and \~esmer1sm," ~.
December, 1947, p. 1077.
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had become just ae intense.

During June and July of

1841 a committee consisting of "prominent c1t1zens,

clergymen, and doctors" was ore;a.nized in Boston for
the purpose of witnessing a series of experiments performed by Dr. Robert H. Oollyer.35

Periodicals began

to carry articles and letters attacking or defending

mesmerism and lta praot1ce or malpractice.

And in

New York, The Magnet appeared in June, 1842, devoting
1ta articles on the study of mesmerism.
In 1850, hypnotism 'vVaa not only gradually coming

into practice in psychology, but 1ta magnetic power,
with its element of "magic," was broadly accepted as a
means of balancing the mind and the heart.
The Salem of 1825,-wa.a not living in the past.
Yet young men still listened to their. neighbors' tales
of far-away ports and waters, and the mansions of
Chestnut street and Federal Street were decorated with
Oriental spoils of ivory and silk.

The citizens of

Salem still sat up at night and told tales of ghosts,
but Brooks said that "mes!Ilerism had become the fashion. n36

35rb1d.

-

36van Wyck Brooks, The Flowering
(New York, 1936), p. 214. -

.2f.

~ England

19

Nathaniel Hawthorne waa just graduated from Bowdoin College in 1825 when hypnotism wa.a beginning to
flourish in New England.

By 1836, Charles Poyen' a re-

port37 manifested even more interest and more direct.
appeal in New England on the subject of "mesmerism."

The inference appears, therefore, reasonable
enough that Nathaniel Hawthorne was acquainted with
''mesmerism" which was so forcibly presented by the d1:f- ·

ferent periodicals and organ1zeC.·research-groupa.

This

assumption, if true, would have the merit of casting
a new light on Hawthorne's works.

37Charles Poyen, Report, £!! ~ migpet1ce.l Experiments {Boston, 1836).

CHAPTER

III

EXPLORATIO?l OF HAWTHORNE'S LIFE AND AGE

Many ha.ve recognized Hawthorne as a "or1t1o,"38
a "poet, 0 39 or an "ed1tor.tt40

It is true that Hawthorne

often expresses himself or1t1oally, poetically, or edi-

torially.
as

Yet his true power lies beyond hie ability

a or1t1o, a poet, and an editor.

He io at h1a best

a.a a. novelist.

To Horace Bridge, Hawthorne' a cloee friend
throughout his life; the novelist

cool, self-po1aed, and brave.

w~s

always

0

manly,

He was neithar morose

nor sentimental; and though taciturn, was invariably
cheerful

t71 th

his chosen friends. t141

Others spoke of

him a.a "reserved" and "retired,'' and of his habit of
sitting with his head "gently inclined to one side."

38 Lawrence Sargent Hall, Hawthorne, Critic of
Sooieti (New Haven, Conn., 1944), pp. lB3.
-

39q. D. Lea.vis, "Hawthorne as Poet," Parta I &
II, Sewanoe Review, 1951, pp. 179-205D 426-458.
40Ar11n Turner, Hawthorne, as Editor (Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, 1941), pp. 250.
~
41Mark Van Doren, Nathaniel Hawthorne (New York,
1949)' p •. 21.
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In writing the preface to a new edition of TwiceTold Ta.lea in 1851, Hawthorne wrote that a.a e. ma.n he
had been regarded as "a mild, shy, gentle, melancholic,
exceedingly sensitive, and not very forcible man. 1•
Nathaniel Hawthorne died with a simplicity. which
marked his character.

His career had certs1nly varia-

tions throughout his life.

These changes enriched his

life and ma.de him a master of expression.

Through t.he

years most readers of Hawthorne have recognized little
rela.t1oneh1p between his life a.nd his works•

Julian

Hawthorne, after reading Hawthorne's books, testified
that he was constantly unable to comprehend how a man
such as he knew his father to be could have written such
booka.42 Yet we study his life more closely, we shall

find that his tales and romances are engraved with all
the experiences of his life.

Stewart pointed out in

his introduction to Hawthorne's American Notebook that
Hawthorne often transcribes the characters, p+aces, and
incidents from his Notebook for those 1n his talea.43

42Aust1n Warren, Nathaniel Hav1thorne (New York,

1934), p. lxxi.

4 3Ra.ndall Ste1nart, ed., American Notebook (New
Haven, Conn., 1933), pp. xxi1-xli11.
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Hawthorne loved so to observe, to imagine, and to listen
that unconsciously he had woven hie observations, 1maginat1ona, and the talea he had heard into his works. 'Hia

own charaoter1at1os and feelings became vital in the
texture of hie tales and .romances.

Surely in Hawthorne's

case, 1t 1s fitting to quote Tennyson's lines:
I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience 1s an arch where through
Gleams that untraveled world whoae margin fades
Forever and forever when I move.
(Ulysses, L. 18-21.)

Many have remarked on the tragic depth 1n
Hawthorne' a works, but few have realized that hia thoughts
bore an immediate relation to the issues of his life and
hia·own day.
Hawthorne came from a family distinguished in
the early colonial days, but long declined into obscurity before Hawthorne was born in 1804.

His father, a

"silent, reserved, stern, melancholy ma.n"44 was a sea.
captain.

After his death in Guiana when Hawthorne was

only four years old, the young lad grew up in his mother' a

44Moncure D. Com·1ay, Life .£! Nathaniel Hawthorne
(New York, n.d. ), p. 16.
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ca.re, singula.rly,sol1tary.
~mong

his ancestors, Hawthorne wrote in his

introduction to

~

Scarlet Letter: ."The figure of that

first ancestor still haunts me • • • • He was a. soldier,
·1eg1slator, judge; he was a ruler 1n the Church, he had
all the Puritan traits, both good and evil.

He was

likewise a. bitter persecutor, as vr1tness the Quakers,
who have remembered him 1n their histories, and relate
1nc1dents of his hard severity towards a woman of their
sect, · 'l'h1s 1nc1dent will last longer, 1 t is to be
feared, than any record
these were many."

John.

or

h1a better deeds, although

That wa.s W1111a.m Hathorne; next comes

nH1s son, too, inherited the persecuting ep1r1t,

and made hi.mself so conspicuous in the martyrdom of the
witches, that their blood may fairly be said to have
left a stain upon him."

These 11nes illustrated well

the impressions that Hawthorne's ancestors early made
upon the young mind.

He probably felt guilty for what

his a.nceet.ors were and did.

For he sa1d, "I• the pre-

sent writer, as their representative, hereby take shame
upon myself for their sakes, and pray that any curse
incurred by them--as I have heard, and as the dreary and
unproeperoua condition of the race, for many a long year
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back, would argue to exiat--ma.y be now and henceforth
removed."

It 1s then easy .for us to see ho\v 'with a

touch of imagination these haunting thoughts in hie
youth have become the bases of .many a tales and roman-·
cea.
Between the ages of nine and twelve, Hawthorne
was handicapped by lameness. , During this period he was
11v1ng with a large family of uncles and aunts, sisters,
and cousins.

This early close contact with people

stimulated his inclination to observe·the varieties of
human nature.
The happiest days of his boyhood wore spent a.round
the banks of the Sebago Lake, in Maine, where the fam1,ly
owned a large tract o'f land.

"I lived in Maine," he

said "like a bird of the air, so.perfect was the freedom

I enjoyed.
solitude."45

But 1t was there I got my cursed habit of
The "solitude" became almost a powerful

fa.ac1na.t1on for Hawthorne throughout his works.

After

graduation from Bowdoin College in 1825, he moved b?..ck

45J. T. Fields, Yesterday
1925)' p. 29.

E.!..!:h Authors (New York,
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to Salem.

The following years he began to feel as if he

could not get away from the place and yet was oonaoious
of being utterly different from everyone else in the place.
He withdrew more and more to himself and to tha.t "dismal
chamber" where "Fame was won. 0 46
Whatever the ouase was, hours of solitary thoughts
and meditations were always natural to him.
he wrote to Richard Henry Stoddard,

In 1853,

• • • • I had
always a natural tendency toward seclusion •. " Gradually,
n

he was more and more accustomed to the unheard voices
and the phantoms of the mind that deepened his lonely
and secluded life.

Years later 1n a letter to hie be-

trothed Sophia Peabody he described the experience with
the following words:

. "Thia deserves to be called a

haunted chamber; for thousands upon thousands of v1s1ons
have appeared to me in 1t;--because so much of my lonely
youth was wasted here,--but found nothing in the world
tha.t I thought prefera.b1e to my old sol1tude."

He

secluded himself from society. and made himself, as ho

46Amerioan Notebook, p. 32.
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told Longfellow, a "oaptivar• in the "dungeon."

He was

never to be comfortable with extraordinary persona of
any sort, juat a.a he we.a never to go to church or into

society.

Such aloofness from his contemporary world did

not, however. keep him from the knowledge of ite existence.
He was well aware of the intellectual movements, the social experiments, and the ac1ent1fio affiliations, ouch
as meemerism.47

This isolation from the world generated

1n him a sense of disengagement from the brotherhood of
mankind.

As time went by, he began to regard his separa-

tion from normal society ae something sinful 1n itslef.
The loneliness he confronted had become, to h1m, the
punishment of his isolation.

To Hawthorne, there was

"no fate in the' world so horrible as to have no share
in 1ta joys or sorrows."

He spoke of the times he spent

1n Salem as years when he had not lived but dreamed of
11v1ng.48

Thia reeling of hie was once again reflected

in the character

-

or

Fanshawe.

Fanshawe was an excellont

47George Edward Woodberry, Nathaniel Hawthorne,

-

How to Know Him (Indianapolis, Ind.,

--....-

.-.-

48conwa.y, p. 57.

1918}, p. 91.
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scholar, but he was doomed to an early death because
he was 'Ila. sol1 ta.ry·.ba1ng" who deemed himself "unconnected with the world, unconcerned 1n its feelings,

and uninfluenced by 1t 1n any of his pursu1ts."49
Perhaps the difficulty waa not only that Hawthorne indulged 1n sol1 tude more than most men do but
that he perce1ved ita dangers more clearly from hie ovm
experience.

He stressed th1s experience again end e-

ga1n 1n his tales.
Hawthorne's w1fe recalled 1n a letter to her
that Hawthorne had once ea.id h1a sisters ••11ved ao completely out of tho world tha. t, they hardly knew its

customs."

It ls interesting to f1nd that almoat theae

exact words were used 1n describing the conditions of
Esther Dudley:
L1ving
ideas,
proper
Dudley

so continually in her own circle of
and never regulating her mind be a
reference to present things, Esther
aBpears to have grown partially

orazed.5

.

49vforks, XI, p. 93.
50.r. Hubert, Scott, ed., Twice-~ Talee('New
York, 1882), p. 328.
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When Esther was brought finally to face reality, she
found it too cruel to bear.

She collapsed physically

nnd ap1r1tua.1ly as a result of depending solely on her
feelings throughout these long ye.are.

In "Feathertop: A

~.!ora.lized

Legend, 11 Hawthorne

1nd1oated again h1a belief 1n the balance between one's
outer and inner world.

Feathertop, although only a

atra.w man made a.live by the witch, kne .iv the distress
1

and disgust of pretending and appearing to be what hia
inner self was not.

In shame and despair, he cried

out: ttI•ve seen myself, Mother.

I've seen myself for

the wretched, ragged, empty thing I am!
longer."

I'll exist no

Hawthorne was cr1t1oal when he eaid that the

world was full of people of straw and empt1neaa.

He

used the mouth of the v.11 tch to accuse those who pre sent

themselves to the world 1n a false picture:
There are thousands upon thousands of coxcombs
and charlatans 1n the world, made up of just
such a jumble of wornout, forgotteng and goodfor-nothing trash as he was! Yet they live ln
fair reputi and never, see themselves for what
they are.5

5luJorks, II, p. 278 •
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In "Lady Eleanor' a Hantlo'' the proud and haughty
Lady Eleanor was presented from the beginning as already
1n moral 1solat1on.

Her character is disclosed in the

rich mantle she wore.

Her moral isolation was made

more evident by -the physical isolation she experienced.
Her pride limited her heart from human sympathy and love.
Hawthorne u aed the ''mantle'' a a the sign of her pride
and evil, and later as the center and only source of her
humiliation and salvation of her soul.
Hawthorne loathed evil and struggled against 1t,
yet he recognized that it humbled his pride and bound
him to other sinners.52
Hawthorne disliked also the isolation which
takes the form of devotion to intellectuality.

Dr.

Rappacain1, who "cares infinitely more for science than
for mankind,"53 would sacrifice human life for the sake
of adding so much as a gra1n of muatard seed to the
great heap of his accumulated

knowledge~

His

powe~

of

experiencing and expressing emotions was kept by the

52Malcolm Cowley, "'Hawthorne in the Look1ng-Glassp"
Sewa.nee Review, Autumn, 1948, p. 550.

53waggoner, P• 274.
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"prick and anguish" of his daily life.
he had a heart.

He forgot that

Hawthorne always stressed the importan-

ce of maintaining a balance between head and heart.
Such a temperament as Hawthorne' a we.a likely to lose
contact v1ith "heart" and become absorbed in mere ''thought,''
to be simply intellectualized.

Suddenly he realized

that he waa on the vorge of losing h1s ability to love
and to be united with the "chain of humanity."

What

a relief it was to him that Sophia finally came into

his life and humanized hie being.

In a letter to her,

Hawthorne wrote:
Thou hast tausht me that I have a heart • • •
• Indeed, we are but shadows till the heart is
touched • • • • Thou keepest my heart pure, and
elevates me above the world. Thou enablest me
to interpret the riddle of life, and fillest
me w1th faith in the unseen and better land,
because thou leadest me thither continually •
• • • It ia a miracle worthy even or thee to
have converted a life of shadow into the deepest
truth by thy magic touch. • • • God gave you to
me to be the salvation of my soul.5 4
After 1850 Hawthorne grew to be more avrare of
the contemporary world.

Thia change was also revealed

by his changing attitude toward the problem of the

54Ra.ndall Stewart, Nathaniel Hawthorne (New Haven, Conn., 1948), p •. 54.
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relationship between the inner and outer worlds.
Often he completely shifted his approach.

In-

stead of starting with a tale from his inner world and
surrounding it with objects copied from nature, he
thought it better to start with the external world and
brood over its Deaning until he forced it to reveal 1te
inner world.
All his life Hawthorne was searching for a bridge
between his two worlds and a method of writing by which
he could encircle them both.
Readers who are familiar

'IVi th

Hawthorne' a methods

know that he of ten mixed fact and f1ot1on to create a
new set of characters and scenes for hia tales and
romances.

They vrere interwoven with incidents from the

history of the Hawthorne family or h!e personal acquaintances with his native Salem.

They represented, always

of "his own making, or. at all events, • • • his own
mixing. ••55

There always appeared in his work an under-

current of reflection on the relative worth of the
world of actuality and of the world of iraag1nat1on.

55Thoma.e rXorgan Gr1ff1 the, "'~11ontpelier' and
"Seven Gables,'" ll2! En5land guarterly 0 Dept., 1943,

p. 432.
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In dealing with the artiat and the processes of
creation, Hawthorne
and sanity.

sho~ved

balance bet\'7een his insight

Like Coleridge, he did not believe that

genius should consist in any one-sidedness of intellect

or emotion; of heart or head, but in a conjunction of
these two powers.

He clearly stated hla belief that

a too exclusive use of fancy or intellect would run the
risk of d1sharmony.56
Hia experience of early isolation from human brotherhood• hls growing consc1ousneea of the balance
bet. .veen the inner a.nd outer state of one's self, and his
belief in the mixing of actuality and 1mag1nat1on, compelled him to search for a medium through which he could
express himself.

He yearned to open himself to the

world.
Through hia own med1tat1on he found a psycholo-

gical medium in the contemporary abuse of mesmerism.

Hawthorne was never communicative a.s to the
sources from which he drew

m~terial

for his writings.

That he had read widely 1s indicated by "an exa.m1.nation

56charle.a·. Howell Foster, "Ha\'lthorne' s Literary
Theory,"~. March, 1942, p. 249.
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of the list of books th3t he borrowed from the Athenaeum

Library at Salem during h1s residence of some twenty
yea.rs in that town."57
"

Though Hawthorne made no mention of the Gothic

romances, 1nclud1ng Charles Brockden Brown's, we may
be sure that he knew them, and had probably been influenced
by their conventional Gothic machinery,
alwaya interested Bro:i.vh was

Basically what

"the tormented states of

mind 0 58 which wa.a the -theme in many of Hawthorne's ta.le s.
Like Broi7Il, Hawthorne also

~nt1cipated

the eager

intellectual curiosity which gave both of these two
writers' work a certain air of range and significance.
They resemble each other in their passionate and produoti~e

into

power of imagination and their exploration

th~

ttmyeterious borderland between fantasy and reali-

ty. n59
Hawthorne must have thought very highly of ChB.rlea

Brockden Bro·Nn to pay tribute to him after the fame of

57H. Arlin.Turner, "Hawthorne's Literary Borrow-

ing,"~.

June, 1936, P• 543.

58carl Van Doren, "Charles Brockden Brown,"
Dictionary.£!. American Biographl, vol. III (New York, 1929),
p.

167.

59F. o. ·ua.tthiessen, A.mer1can Renaissance (New
York, 1941), p. 201.
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Shakespeare in his nThe Ha.11 of Fantasy."

Hie faso1na-

t1on with the mysteries that lie beyond human knowledge
and h1a "solution"

or

these myster1ee are strong re-

minders of Brown.

In Brown's Ormond, published in 1799, we see
glimpses which reveal themselves throughout the romances of Hawthorne.

Constantia, the mistress of' Ormond,

who "tortured by multiplicity of cares, shrinking from
exposure to rude eyes and insolent sp1r1 t, n60 was from
the beg1nn1ng overpowered with fatigue and disgust.
She had no commun1oat1on with the rest of the vmrld.
She kept herself in privacy, her engagements confined
her to her own fireside, and her neighbors enjoyed no

means or penotrat1ng through the obscurity in which she
had wrapped herself.

She screened herself aa much as

poss1ble from her ne1ghbore.

Brown described the life

ahe was lea.ding as "unv1s1ted," "unknown," and in "frightful solitude."
Ormond was, under Brown's pen, the most difficult

60charles Brockden Brown, Ormond (Boston, Massachuaetta, 1827), p. 28.
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and the most deserving being to be atud1ed.

From tho

c1roumstances presented 1n the novel, no one was more
impenetrable than Ormond.

He appeared to be a man of

speculation and seclusion and was equal1y mysterious
1n his real and assumed characters.

He seized every

opportunity to triumph over others' weakness.

In

Helena, for instance, Ormond built his success on the
11lue1ona of her heart rather than the conviction of
her under.standing.

He ·wanted to mold her into the

creature tha.t he wished her to be.
thing more

e~rnestly

He aspired to no-

than to hold and to exercise

absolute power over the conduct of others.
manipulating human 11vea.

He enjoyed

Yet in his outer world, he

was regarded as '1 generoua," "kind," "courteous," and

"charming."

When he failed to win Constantia, he grew

impatient with her and disclosed h1s own inner being:
"Can you read my thoughts? Can your discernment reach the bounds of my knowledge and the
bottom of my purposes? Catch you not a view
of the monetera that are starting into bir~h
here, (and he put his left hand to his forehe~d.)
But you cannot. Should I point them
to you verbally, you would call me jester or
deceiver. What pity that you have no instruments for piercing into thoughts." 6 l

6lib1d., P• 223.
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To Dav1d Lee Clark, Brown's Ormond is a tragedy
of a powerful and enlightened mind, wrecked by a master
passion over which the victim has no contro1.62

At the

same time, we can be almost aura that to Hawthorne it
roflec-ts the depth of his profee,sed theme--the triagedy
derived from an unbalanced relat1onah1p between passion
and .intellectuality.

6 2oav1d Lee Clark, Charles Brookden Brown, Pioneer
Vo1oe£!Amer1oa. (Durham, N. c., 1952), P• 1'"(3.

CHAPTER

T.V

USE OF HYPNOTIS'\1 . IN TWO OF HAWTHORNE'S
TALES s "ETHAN BRAND" A.ND
"THE PROPHETIC PICTURESt'

Hawthorne 1n his Preface to

Twice-~

Tales

had analyzed his sketches and tales aa "not the talk
of a secluded man w1 th his own mind and heart,'' but
attempts. and vory suoceeaful ones, "to open an intercourse with the world."63

The truth is that hie

tales were not only attempts at oommun1cat1on with
other men, such as only a solitary man could conceive,
but also attempts to make clear to himself the meaning

of his own inner and outer exper1enoea.

He was U91ng

tho tales as a medium to record the soliloquies that
were meant to be heard.
In "Ethan Brand." we saw this "simple and loving"
man, who was a. rna.n of labor and a man of fa.me in his
profession as lime-burner around the hillside of Graylock, working day and night with courage and spirit.
He led a content and blessed life.

He was surrounded

by the beauties of the earth and was touched by the

63w.

C. Brownell, American Prose !fa.sters (New

York, 1923), p. 55.
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wonders of nature.

Often he was inspired by the falling

of the night dew upon him and was thrilled to know that

the dark forest cared to whieper to him; he marveled that
the stars should gleam upon him.

But all the t1me he

was so very alone 1n the hill side of Graylock.
to breathe, to live 1n solitude.

He was

Daya, weeks, and months

had passed when his lonesome and almost intensely thoughtful occupation had unoonso1ously inclined him to solitude and continuous med1tat1on.

In the lurid blaze of the

kiln, he mused himself with mysterious thoughts.

Gradual-

ly, through watching, and still more watching of the
fire in the kiln, he formed the idea that there was one

crime for which Heaven could afford no mercy.
It waa first with tenderness, love, and sympathy
for mankind, and pity for human guilt and woe that Ethan
Brand started off his searching for th1s Unpardonable
Sin: nwhat pity for human guilt and woe, he had first
begun to contemplate tboae ideas which afterwards became the 1nspirat1on of h1s life. n64

64waggoner, p. 314.

He

ha.d alwaya
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looked into the human heart with reverence and had been
viewing it as "a temple or1g1nally devine •."

He had

started his naearohing. '' with hope and prayer that there
would never be an Unpardonable Sin he could find
his human'brothera.

a~ong

Yet during the course of hia journey,

he searched too deeply for oauaea to care for his "brothers."
He used human hearts as the subjects of his experiments

and forgot that human beings were human beings with heart
and soul.

Whan asked whether he had met on his journey

over the earth Esther, the m1as1ng daughter of the old
Humphrey, Ethan Brand admitted that the old man' a daughter
was the very one whom he had ma.de the ''subject of a
psychological experiment, and wasted, absorbed, and perhaps annihilated her soul, in the prooesa, 0 65 w1th such
cold and .remorseless purposes.·_ He lost that very pity
\

which had originally motivated his seeking and searching.
This Idea that first set off his searching
grasped h1s whole be_1ng a.nd tightened h1e life. H1a "last
experiment ln mankind opened for h1m the pathway to
knowledge and intellectuality.

65

-Ibid.,

p. 310.

Suddenly he realized that
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·this "searching" had disturbed the counter-po1ae bet~een

his mind and h1a heart.
It had gone on cultivating h1s powers to the
highest po1nt of which they were susceptible;
1t had raised him from the level of an unlettered laborer to stand on a star-11t eminence,
whither the philosophers of the earth, laden
w1th the lore of universities, might vainly
strive to clamber after him. So mucg ror the
intellect! But where was the heart? 6
As hie intellect developed, h1a moral nature waa

left behind.
W3B

H1s heart became cold and withered and

incapable of being softened.

take of the "universal throb."

It had ceased to parIndeed, 1t "had con-

traotedp had hardened, had perished."

He was pulling

at the human heart-strings and was trying to look into
them with our1oe1ty and to find out t?e inner human s1na.
His head led him into the commitment of "a s1n of the
1ntelloot and the ego," which "developed into what 1n
1 ta effects": ·the Unpardonable Sin, for he could feel

no remorse.67
In the progress of his intellect, Ethan Brand

66 Ib1d., p. 314.

-

67R1nge, p. 125.
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lost posaeaa1on or h1a inner spiritual power.

Hie

mind "triumphed OVer the Sense ;Of brotherhood With man
and reverence for God," and thl.ls he lost hie hold upon
the magnetic

ch~in

of humanity.

In lack of love, of

human aympa thy, of reverence for human soul,·· and of
emotion and passion for his fellow-men, he had turned
his back completely on mankind in. iaolatlon:
He w~s no longer a brother-man, opening the
chambers or the dungeons of our common nature
by the key of holy aympa~hy, which gave him a
right to share in all 1ta secrets; he was now
a cold observer, looking on man~1nd aa the
subject of h1 a experiment., and at length, converting man and woman to be his puppets, and
pulling the w1rea that moved them to such degrees of crime aa were dernanded for his study.68
H1a lofty pride, h1a quests· for spiritual development,
and his cultivation of the .brain had eaten out hie

heart.

He realized

h~

had produced the Unpardonable

Sin through the long years of isolation from human
sympathy and brotherhood of mankind, the imbalance and
separation of heard and mind.

This Sin, Ethan Brand

discovered too late, was the only Sin that deserved a

-

68Ib1d. , P.• 314.
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recompsenee of immortal agony.

He had, therefore, to

accept the retribution, and then doom was inevitable.
In the sub-plot of the showman from Nuremberg,
Sokolorr69 had found even an extensive study of the
Unpardonable Sin.

Most cr1t1oa have agreed that the

man from Nuremberg may

~e

taken as the wandering Jew.

In the legend the Jew rejected the Messiah.

Thia act

of rejection, similar to Ethan Brand's self-separation
trom h1a felloWl!len, is 1dent1fied as the sin which the
two shared in common.

As a counter part to the Un-

pardonable Sin, only Brand could aee the pictures he
carried in his ahow-box.

It arouaed the curioalty of

the readers as to what Brand actually sa.w when Hawthorne
noted that "a curious youth, who had peeped in almost
~t

the same moment, beheld only a vacant apace of

oanvaa.«70

After Brand peered into the box, he looked

fixedly at the showman and said, "I remember you now."
Th1e confirmed the "cha.in" that existed between these
two men.

Hawthorne art1at1cally used this incident

69B. A. Sokoloff, "Ethan Brand' a Twin," ~!iodern
Langµage Notes,J June, 1958, pp. 413-414.

70waggoner, p. 311.
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to underscore the horror in Brand' a inward v1s1on of
guilt.
The
tail,

1nc1de~t

~hough

of the dog ohaa1ng after its own

transcribed from Hawthorne's journal kept

a.t North Adams during the summer of 1838, was moat
effectively inserted here to heighten the absurdity Of
the proceedings of Ethan Brand' a self-centered. pursuing.

Never was seen such headlong eagerness 1n pursuit of an object that could not possibly be
attained; never was heard, such a tremendous
outbreak of growling, snarling, qark1ng, and
anapp1ng,--as 1f one end of the r1diculoue
brute' a body were at deadly and moat unforgivable enmity with the other.71
Again and again, Hawthorne reminded us that the
Idea had gradually come into form when Ethan Brand was
"'natching" h1a "daily and night-long fire."

The fla.mea

and the eyes almost served as media to suggestibility
and

i~ag1nat1on,

apart from them.

till he could no longer tear himself
out of these suggestibility and 1mag1-

nat1on, was rooted the seed of h!a fall.
On

the whole, Hawthorne applied very skillfully

in "Ethan Brand" the pr1nc1ples and usages of hypnotism
of hie day to show what happened when the head controlled

71~·, P• 312.

the heart.

The theme of the tale--thc separation

from the magnetic ch1.1n of hu:·2an1 ty--was brought out
in the perception that the magnetic power 1na1de a man
cannot be separated from the huge magnetic power of
.mankind.

Ethan Brand 1 a long "fixed'' w·a. tching of tho

burning fire became the medium for hie hallucination.
He was "hypnotized" by this Idea of Unpardonable Sin.
And then, like a hypnotist, he started to search for
.the myster1ee beyond human

kno~ledge~

It is admirable

to see hO\V Hawthorne uaed the bas1o devices 1n hyp-

notism to convey t.he theme of thia tale.
Another tale that dealt with the violation of

heart 1a "The Prophetic Pictures."
Seldom would HawtJhorne disclose to the readers

any clue concerning the signif1oa.nco of hie characters
very early in the tales.

But here it seems that he

wanted to be sure that we know the various accomplishments of the painter, wh1ch he elaboratedly described

1n the first paragraph of the tsle:
"But thi a painter?" cried Ylal ter Ludlow w1 th
animation. "He not only excels in his peculiar
art, but possesses vast acquirements in all
other learning and science. He talks Hebrew
with Dr. Mather, and gives lectures in anatomy
j)
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to Dr. Boylston. In a word, he will meet the
beat instructed man among ua on his own ground.
!,!oreover, he 1a a. polished gentleman--a. c1t1zen
of the world--Yea, a true cosmopol1te; for he
will speak 11ka a native of each clime and
country of the globe except our own forests,
whither he la now going~ Nor 1a all th1s what
I most admire in h1m."7
With his "vo.at acqu1rementa 11 1n all learning, he
was able to communicate not only with artiste 1n his

own field but also with all other people.
opened for him the door to the world.

His knowledge

In the end he

could transcend his being and become adapted to every
variety of character so completely that all men and
women could find reflections of themaelvea in this painter.
He had even acquired the skill of mirroring the loveliness
and grandeur of nature.

By means of th1a superhuman

gift, he mirrored both man' a outward semblance and hia
inward sphere.

After he had painted the features, he

explored the mind and the heart of the sitter.

He aimed

to catch "the secret sentiments and pas31ona" of those
whose portraits he was painting.
He soon beca.ne the center of general curiosity
and fame.

The deceased were brought alive under his

72scott, p. 192.
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pen, and the characters of the d1et1ngu1shed were displayed: "In most of the picture, the whole mind and
character were brought out on the countenance, and concentrated into a single look."73
In painting the portraits, Hawthorne's art1at
was trying to take in the physical likeness as well
as the likeness of the soul and spirit.

In the end,

he prided himself on this gift and fancied
else could satisfy him.

~nothing

Whenever proposals of por-

trait painting were made, he always f1xed his p1erc1ng
eyes on the applicant and seemed to look him through
and through.

If he"beheld only a sleek and comfor-

table v1aage, though there were a gold-laced coat to
adorn the picture and golden guineas to pay for it, he
civilly rejected the task and the reward."74

But if

the face were the index of anything uncommon, in thought,
sentiment, or experience, he would exhaust all his art
on it even with small amount of payment.
After all his adventures, travels, end searching for intellectual power, he waa acquainted with the

73scott, p. 196.
74 Ib1d., p. 194.
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·highest knowledge and the various expressions of human
feelings.

His whole m1nd, interest. and being had

oontered solely on h1a art.

He cared merely how to

I

snatch back "the fleeting moments of History" and to
touch the Future:
O glorious Art~ • • • W1 th thee there is .no
Past, for, at thy touch; all that ia great
becomes forever present; and illustrious men
11ve through long ages, 1n the visible performance of the very.deeds which made them
what they are. 0 po~ent Art! aa thou br1ngest
the faintly revealed Paet to stand in that
narrow strip of sunlight, which we call Now,
canst thou summon the shrouded Future to ~eet
her there? Have ! not achieved 1t? hm I not
thy prophet?75
He had yearned only for his creative ability.

Gradual-

ly he viewed himself higher than any other human being.
His art became n1a all.

He began to lose all aympathiea,

all pleasurea,and all aim in 11fe.
art became "an

e~gross1ng

Eventually hia

purpose" which v10uld insulate

h1m from the mass of human kind.

Though gentle in

manner, he did not possess kindly feelings; "hie heart
was cold; no living creature could be brought near enough
to keep him warm." 76

75Ib1d., p. 207.

76rb1d., p. 206.

In a further study of the tale, we are likely
to ask, "Did the pa.inter really have t.he power to foresee?"

Apparently Hawthorne knew that the readers of

his time would be awod by the same question.

The follow-

ing paragraphs will be devoted to this point 1n the
tale.
The foregoing paragraphs have discussed the
characterist+cs of this painter.

Hawthorne also sa1d

that 1t was tho painter' a he.bit to \fatch "the effect

that each picture produced on suoh untutored beholdc1•s 11
in ordar to derive "profit from their remarka.tt
Probably the painter had already perceived tha true
characters of Elinor and Walter from the different remarks they made about hie pictures while they were unaware of his presence.

He penetrated these remarks

and applied them in his own pa1nt1ng to auggeot their

deeper characters.

Dickmann aloo thought that Hawthorne

meant to suggest from his standpoint that "the meaning
of the pain tings may not be absolute, but may conform
to the attitude and the character of the beholder."77

77~,i.ary Dickmann, "Hawthorne' a 'Prophetic Pictures,'"
American Literature, ~ay, 1951, p. 198.
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Reading closely the different 1nterpratat1ona given
by Elinor and

~alter

on the same pictures they saw in

the painter's room, we could easily be oonv1noed that
Hawthorne did hint at th1e poaslb111ty.
"Thia dark old St. Peter has a f1eroe
and ugly scowl, aant though he be," continued
Walter. "He troubles me. But the Virgin looks
kindly at us."
"Yes; but very sorrowfully, methinks,''
aa1d Elinor.
"Kind old man!" exclaimed Elinor. "He
ga.zea at me a.s if he were a.bout to utter a word
of oaternal advice."
"And at me," said Walter, "as 1f he were
about to shake h1a he~d and rebuke me for some
suspected 1n1qu1 t,y. n7t;
·

Here we begin to see how the difference in the two
characters had suggested different meanings of the express1ona to their minds, even though they were commenting on the same p1cturea.

From their comments,

we can detect that Walter's character tended to the

violent side, and El1nor'a to the gloomy and sensitive.
As for Walter, he had, from the beg1nn1ng, the
superstitious fear oft.he pa1nter'a talents.

78 Scott., p. 197.

He half-
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admitted th!lt the painter was prob3.bly a. "wizard" and
that he would be "almost afraid to sit to him."

mind was apparently dwelling

const~ntly

His

on th1a fear-

ful thousht during their first v1a1t to the painter.
Immediately upon leaving the painter, he couid contain
himself no longer.

He said to 'Elinor,

of Boston affirm, that
of~

parson's

f~ce

~fter

0

The old women

he haa once got possesa1on

and figure, he may paint him in

any act or situation whatever--a.nd the picture will
be prophetic.

Do you believe 1t?"79

In th1s frame of mind, Walter wao sure t:1at the
painter was to acquire an influence over his fate and

Elinor's.

He thus unconsc1oualy submitted himself to

the "spell of evil influence"
cast upon hie features.

th~t

the painter had

He.was willing, therefore, to

be led a.nd drawn. by the. augge3t1ons in the pictures to
fulfill the last horrible scene 1n the tale.

When hls

act was halted by the pa.inter, his muttering hinted,
without doubt, that he cona1dered the pa1nter to be
the agent of h1s destiny:

79rb1d., p. 198.

"What~

Does Fate impede its
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own decree?"
Elinor, being more aena1tive and imaginative,
was by nature eas1ly touched and frightened if by
chance evil waa ever hinted.

She had such a delicate

character that Walter' a description of the painter had
already deeply alarmed her in the beginning.

Then she

fancied she had aeen an unusual yet frightful t•1ook"
on Walter' a face.

judgment.

She was not sure now of her O\m

She could not d1sm1sa the thought of it

from her mind, and even long after Tialter had left she
was still medi ta. ting on 1 t:

. "I know, by my own ex-

perience, how frightful a look may be.
fancy.

But it was all

I thought nothing of 1t at the time--I have

seen nothing of it s1nce--I did but dream 1t.n80
This introduction of the painter filled her sena1t1ve mind with suap1c1on, fear, uncertainty and a
degree of defense
· the pR1nter.

tow~rd

the forthcoming sitting for

On the surface, she tried to be calra,

but actually she was concerned ':11th whether the pa.inter
might perceive anything from her features.

She had
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·half-believed in his "genius" when she s':iw in the
rough drafts the almost perfect likeness of Walter's
features and her

o~n.

She beheld her phantom self

in utter amazement; but neither she nor Walter was
quite satisfied with the "expression."

The reason

she gave was that lt "seemed more vague than in most

of the painter's worka."81

If we read

and study these

lines closely, 1t ta evident that Elinor had expected
to see something other than "11keneaa."
pecting to find tha. t "look" and
because it was not there?

\Vas

waa she ex-

she di sappo1nted

'T'h1s reaction gave the

painter the opportun1 t.y to sa.y that there still \Vaa
prospect of success.

The painter needed more time to

penetrate Elinor and Walter.
The day of completion finally arrived.

Elinor

and Walter were anxious to see those pictured shapes
of themselves.

This time

bo~h

were quite aat1f1ed at

their first glance of the portraits.

Then after they

had been standing some moments, each 1n front of the
other's picture, viewing it w1th entranced attention,

8l!b1d •• p. 199.
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Walter suddenly ingisted that something was altered:

"I could fancy that the portrait has changed
countenance, whilo I have boen. looking at 1t.
The eyes are fixed on mine with a strangely
sad and anxious expression. Nay, 1t is grief
and terror~ Ia this like Elinor?"82
This exclamation fitted in with the closer examination
that Elinor was making of Walter's portrait.
shuddered and cried out too, "That
there?"

look~

She

How came it

When ehe sa.id this, the p3.1nter knew immediate-

ly that hie thoughts were .not only comprehended but also
accepted.

The words of explanation he offered only

deepened Elinor' e anxiety and uneasiness.

H1a "art"

would now serve as suggestion to Elinor and Walter.
After her horrified examination of the portrait,
her mind was 1n euch a condition that by the time the
crayon sketch was shown to her, she waa npsycholog1cally
conditioned to accept the dark prophecy of her future."83
If th1a assumption waa true, then her growing melancholy may, therefore, be easily attributed to the sugges-

83n1ckmann,

82rb1d., p. 201.
p. 199.
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t1on which the painter planted in her mind.
There 1s also another point which
overlook.

\fe

should not

The painter from the beginning had chosen

to proceed with both portraits at the same time.
he gave now a touch to Tialter's,

~nd

Thus,

now to Elinor's.

It was his purpose to "combine and fix" the features.
Through th1a procedure,
reflect each other.

he intended the portraits to

He knew the "rich light and deep

shade" he used in painting the portraits would eventually bring out different expressions when viewed
from different angles.

With the pre-assumption both

Elinor and Tialter had in their minds, their viewing
each other's picture brought their belief .that there
1s a "change" in each of the pictures.
Turning to the painter, we perceive that hia
fate
tims.

~as,

to an extent, worse than that of his vic-

He ha.d otr1ven to be the form in which destiny

had embodied itself and to act ae the chief agent of
the coming evil which he had forshadowed.

He used

Walter' a and Elinor's weakness to provide .the meana
for the fulfillment of his purpose.

He violated

their hearts by attempting to reveal their hidden
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characters.

His art was used as medium to control the

fate of Walter and Elinor.
tale, he was coming

b~ck

In the last scene of tho

to the city only to nee whe-

ther there was any fulfillment of his prophecy.

He

we.a interested in the picture.s rather t,han in either

Walter' a or Elinor' a welfare.

After he had witnessed

his prophecy fulfilled, he atood 11ke a ma~1c1an "controlling the phantoms which he had evoked."
ite have seen many in stance a where H9.wthorne

employed the heart aa vehicle of various artistic
techniques as well as expressions of thoughto.
For Hawthorne, +,he mo st ter:ri ble form of human
guilt is found in the pride in one's intellectual

achievements, in taking merely a acient1f1c interest
1n one's fellow men, in cultivating one' a intellect
at the expense of sympathies and lov·e.

The result of

th1s guilt of 1ntellectua.l pride preaented to Hnwthorne

the deepest misery he could conceive--the miaery of
separation and isolation from the

nor~al

11fe of man-

k1n<i.

Though Ha>vthorne never once mentioned the word
"hypnot1am" nor "mesmerism" in the tales discussed
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above, we are aware, at all times, of his 1nterweav1ng
'

of hta themes with the baste principles of hypnotism.
We are led to see the overruling of the head over heart
in Ethan Brand and the

p~1nter,

the losing of Walter's

and Elinor's conscious minds to that of the pa1nte?',
and the painter' a attempt to control the minds and fate

of his two sitters.
From the tone he used, we can at least detect ,
that Hawthorne was not in favor of the basic practice
of mesmer1sm of hie day.
Thia viewpoint wa.s more clearly proved by the
letter he sent to his wife to warn her against mesmerism

and spiritualiam.

He accused mesmer1am of trampling

over the human heart and of peeping into the inner
chanber of one's soul.

He told her, "The view which

I take of the matter 1a caused by no want of faith in
myater1es, but from a deep reverence

·or

the soul, and

of the mysteries which it knows within itself, but
never tro.nsm1 ts to the earthly eye and ear. n84
It 1s from the half-formed yet reluct9.nt
expressions like these that we are introduced to Haw-

84v1arren, pp. lxv111-lx1x.
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thorne'a attitudes and deep insights.

The depth of

his character as a man, a writer, and an artist 1a
unquestionably disclosed.

CHAPTER V
THE USE OF HYPNOTIS~A IN THREE OF HA.WTHORNE' S
NOVELS: FANSHAWE, THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN ·
GABLES, AND 1!i! BLlTHEDALERO~CE

Many times Hawthorne uses symbols and images
to espress himself in his

works~

Although often si-

lent with his lips, he talks with his pen.85

In the

novels that are to be discussed, he finds a new symbol
and a new medium in the form of the new aoienoe of
his day--hypnotiem.

Three of his novels will be

analyzed here: Fanshawe, ~ nouse

!2f.

~

seven Gables,

and The Bl1thedale Romance.

-

Fanshawe, the f1srt of Hawthorne' a novels, 1a

also the shortest one,

It was written three years after

Hawthorne's graduation from Bowdoin College.

Evident-

ly, when he wrote it, Hawthorne was still meditating
on the general atmosphere of Bowdoin College.

The wood,

the river-banks, and mountain scenes described in the
novel parallel those found around the campus of Bowdoin

College in Maine.
It ls altogether natural that after reading

85Henry Jam 0 s, Jr., Hawthorne (New York, 1879),
p. 93.
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Fanshawe. we should find in 1t many faults as well as
v1rtuea.

It appears that Hawthorne is not at all clear

about the pa.th he should undertake a.a a novelist.

But

through. the course of the novel. •ve a.re likely to be

conv1naed that many of Hawthorne's beliefs. attitudes
toward certain theories, and "morals" which reflect themselves again and» again in most' of his later works, had
.~

already been firmly formed as early as 1828.
One of these "morals'' that Hawthorne so strongly
holds is the goodness that prevails 1n the balance of
int~lleot

and heart and the suffering that is the result

of an imbalance of these two faculties.
In Fanshawe, though there appear in the story
quite a number of characters of both sex, Hawthorne
has centered bis interest in only Fanshawe •. Hawthorne
seems to hold a def1n1te view of what Fanshawe 1s and
what he ought to be.

He treats Fanshawe with eharpneaa

and f1na.11 ty.
Fanshawe, the thoughtfUl and earnest student of
Harley college, is found to possess and "absorbing"
ze~l

for learning and studying.

oa.n diatra.ot him from his study.

Nothing 1n the world
H1a lamp burns
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"constantly from the first aha.de of evening" till t)le
gray morning light

appears~

He abuts himself completely

a.way from ilia school-mates and the •norld.

.

hardly seen among the young and gay.

His face is

He seldom allows

the ''pure breeze" and the ublessed sunshine" to refresh
his broad brow and pale face.

His long confinement

to h1s study has impaired h1s heal th.

So the president,

Dr. Melmoth, has sent him riding everyday to improve
his physical condition•

Among the hills and the woods,

a.t timea he apparently loses oonsoiousnesa:. of time and

direction.

Re 1 s weary and pa.le

\Vi th

the expression

of one who is "a ruler in a world of his own, and independent of the being that surrounded him. n86

It

cannot be denied that Fanshawe feels proud of his intellectual and ep1ritual auper1or1t1es over his fellow
school-ma.tea.

To others, he 1a "a solitary being,

upori whom the hopes and fears of ordinary men were ineffectual."

He lives in his inward sphere and does not

seem to be conscious of outward objects.
This

student~

who has isolated himself from all

86works, XI, P• 88.
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men and affairs of the world and has devoted himself
only to intellectual developments, has met Ellen Langton during one of his rides.
"thrilling of one

or

Suddenly he. feels the first

the many ties" that unite·. human

beings to their own kind.

The

voice~and

glance

or

Ellen

have awakened his inner heart and brought a change in
him.

He f1nds, for the first time, joy and hope in 11fe.

His.health

b~oomes

better and his spirit brighter:

• • • • the change which a few months had
wrought in Fanshawe' a character, • • • the
energy of his mind ha.d communicated itself
to him frame. The color was strong and high
1n h1s cheek; and h1a whole appearance was
that of a gallant and manly youth.~·r
His growing fellowship with Ellen has opened for
him the intercourse with the world.

For Ellen's safety,

he forgets his studies and even his own safety in order

to pursue the enemy.

H1s love for Ellen and his spiri-

tual power enable him to combat singularly the wicked.
He brings Ellen safely back to her father.

But when

the maiden offers her heart to him, Fanshawe refuses
to accept.

He says his heart is too "wea.k" to bring

happiness in matrimony.

87 Ibid., P• l 65.

Ellen then uses argument of her

own:
·

· "'Not so. 11 anewe1~ed she, t'Vit.h an1mat1on.

uY-oura is a. heart full of strength and nobleness; and 1r it have weakness"-11You know well that 1t has, Ellen,--one
that has·awallowed up all its strength," said
Fanshawe. ttwaa it w1se. then, to tempt 1t
thus, when, if 1t yield, the result must
your own m1se~y?~88

be

At the same time Fanshawe is not willing, for Ellen's
sake, to give up his studies.

He refuses tUe only way

to be united w1th the world, and he turns from the only
"a.ngel 0 who could have guided him to heaven.
intellect conquers his heart,
paas1on·for studies.

His

He 1s dominated by hia

He exerts "the whole might of

his spir1tn over his heart.

Fanshawe'a absorbing de-

votion to hia studies has ta.ken from him the warmth of
life.

He d1ea at the age of twenty.

Hawthorne pauses

to ask the reader:
• • •• to what purpose was all this deetruct1ve labor, and where was the happiness of superior knowledge? • • • he had thrown away his
life 1n discovering, that, after a thousand
such lives, he should otill know comparatively
nothing.89
several times 1n the novel, Hawthorne hints that

88Ib1d., P• 215.

S9Ib1d.

-··

P• 93.

Fanshawe possesses a certain magic power which enables
him to penetrate evil.

And Hav1thorne also stresses from

time to time the "br1ghtneas 0 of his eyes and the mysterious

power in the 5aze of those eyes.

When the w1oked stranger

encounters Fanshawe, we read the following lines:
Fanshawe turned calmly, and fixed his eyes
on the stranger. 1•Ret1re, s1r, tt was all he said.
Ellen almost shuddered, • • • the stranger
endeabored in va1n, borne down by the influence
of a superior mind, to maintain the boldness of
look and bearing that seemed natural to him. He
at first made a step forward, then muttered a few
half-audible words; but quailing at length beneath
the young man' a bright and steady eye, he turned
and slowly withdrew.90
These lines lead us to think that Hawthorne ha.d, during
that early period of his

ca~eer

as a wr1ter, some half-

formed and untried thought about some of the theories

of his day, such as mesmerism.

Still, it is del1ghtful

to know that though Hawthorne was then quite aloof from
contact with hie immediate world, like the character of
Fanshawe in his novel. yet he had been all the time
familar with the things and people existing in the

worl~.

Unlike all the other tales he wrote, Hawthorne
chooses a house to be the center of his story 1n

-

90ib1d., p. 108.

!££
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House .2!

~

Seven Gables.

He also provides us with

an intended moral of the story--na.mely, the

11

\'lrong-doings

of one genera.t1on live into the euccess1veones."
Obviously. 1t 1s Hawthorne' a purpose to want more freedom
in the method he 1s to follow.

For he snye 1n his pre-

face that he expects the book to be read as a Romance
rather than aa a Novel.

He intends to "manage h1a atmoa-

pher1cal medium" ao a.a to bring out the lights and to
"deepen the shadows of the picture. n

As we read, vrn are

more and more conscious of how well Hawthorne does use
his "a.tmospherical mediumn to brlng more lights and shadows to h1s r'moral."

A.t

the B!lme time we grow to be more

and more absorbed 1n the different characters and the1r
fate rather than 1n the plot itself.

The house was built by one certain Colonel Pyncheon
three centuries ago for the posterity and happiness of
his descendants.

The soil on which the house was built

belonged to one Matthew Maule.

Through his prominent

position and political power. Colonel Pyncheon had
asserted claims to the land.
between the two families.

This started the dispute

When Matthew :,,.ra.ule was exe-

cuted for the crime of witchcraft, he cursed his perae-
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cutor, Colonel Pyncheon, by saying that "God will g1ve
him blood to drink."

In the preaant story, ·M1aa Hepzibah Pyncheon
has become, by some ·ram1ly arrangement, the life possessor of this house with the seven gables.
out

or

Hepzibah,

grief for the imprisonment Of her brother Cli-

fford, ha.a aeclud.ed ·herself for a qus.rter of a cen-

tury.

She has lived a.lone 1n. this old houae,·except

for a. certain young.photographer who ha.a been a. lodger
in a remote gable for the past three months.

It is a

house with locks, bolts, and oaken bars on all the intervening doors.

Hepz1bah has dwelt 1n strict solitude,

taking no part in the 11fe outside her house.

She has

kept herself oo aloof that every coming day adds another bar against the

11

cavern door of hermitage ...

has had no dealings with people in the world.
years of aaolua1on
poverty.
sympathy.

h~ve

She

Her long

brought loneliness& sorrow, and

She has shut. herself away from human love and
Now, in her old age, driven by

must earn her own food.

poverty~

she

When she prepares to open a

oent-shop, she ha.a a feeling of degradat1on.

Sha 1s

"fain to step down from her pedestal of irr.a.g1nary rank,"
fo~

she is a lady who has fed herself from childhood
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with the "shadowy food of .aristoora.t1c reminiscencea. 0

Finally, with t1rn1d1ty, hopeleesnees. a general 1n· capac1ty for everything else, and a true appreciation
of herself, she opena the shop-door and comes forward
to meet the worldo

The long years of prejudice and

ancient ar:tBtocracy ha.ve·now been demolished by her
attempt to be one of the common.
A.t this moment of

Hepz1bah 1 e deciaton, Ha,:rthorne

brings 1n·1mmed1ately a 'breath of the air of the outer
world by introducing the little country cousin Phoebe
to the house and to the st.ory.
ray of sunshine.

Phoebe arrives with a

She alone oa.n '•bring light" to the

house s.nd to t.he people living 1n 1t.
Hawthorne patiently descr1bes the inner and. outer
states of Hepz1bah during this period.
sightedness, and the fret of
rend~::red

in~ard

Timaa her near-

discomfort have

a scowl and. ugliness to her face.

Indeed, peo-

ple are even frightened to behold her face; her neighbor Dixey

says~

"Why, her raoe--I've seen 1t, for ! dug her
garden for her one year--ror her face is enough
to frighten the Old Nick himself, if he had
ever ao great a mind to trade with her. People
can't stand it, I tell you! She scowls dread-
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fully, reason or none, out of pure u511ness of

temper!"91

·

She 1s despised and scorned by the people she meets in
the world outside her house.

Yet inside her being. there

1o a generous and k1nd will toward all mankind.

There

1e nothing fierce in Hepz1bah'a heart, nor has she a
e1ngle bitter thought against any man or woman.
them all well.

She \V1shes

She has been nenriched by poverty,

developed by sorrow, and elevated by the strong and so11 tary a:ffection of her life. 11

Thia contrast of her

outer and inner statee 1a beat sho\vn 1n her love for
Clifford and her affection for Phoebe.

Loving Clifford

with all her heart, she would do her utmost to make him
happy and strong again.
ye~re,

Through all the long dreary

she has waited and looked forward for the day of

Cl1ffordta return.

She would give up anything and every-

thing she holds in order to care for his physical and
spiritual needs:
How patiently did she endeavor to wrap Clifford
up 1n her great, warm love, and make it all the
world to him, BO that he should retain no torturing sense of the coldness and dreariness without! Her little efforts to amuse him! How
9~vorka, III, p. 66,~
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pitiful yet magnanimo':ls, they v1ere!92

The outer state of Hepz1bah is different from
her inner sphere.
the mass

or

In spite of her long withdrawal from

humanity, her love for her brother has made

her step out from the ancient structure of aristocracy.
Her opening of a cent-shop offers the only means for the

comfort of Clifford.
what 1s necessary.
w111fU1 head.

Hepzibah forgets her pride and doea
Her heart has finally overcome her

Redemption comes to her out of suffering.

Clifford, who has been 1solo.ted from the world

by the long period of imprisonment, 1s released and
1a home at last.

With despair and d1streaa, he finds

the old house of the seven gablea still gloomy and shad-

owy as ever.

It depresses him to see so little sunshine

in the house, f'or he "y;a.e never fond of gloom. 0

have brought much change in him.
that

0

Year a

There is no trace of

grace, n "bee.uty," and "aweetneaa" that Phoebe

beheld 1n the "m1n1a.turen Hepziba.h once showed her.

011-

fford' s figure is now old, feeble, wasted. gFay, and
melancholy.

At one time Hawthorne describes this figure

in ·an old and worn "dresaing-go;-m" \ll'ith long gray hair

9 2 Ib1d., p. 163.

-
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and a. pale ruined face.,

His eoul's more

garment" 1s also worn and old."

0

1mmed1ate

He has lost both hie

sp1r1tua.l and intellectual faculties.,

He is unbalanced,

and his moral and mental natures have per1ahed.;

The

cold prison life hae almost era.zed bis mind•

Often h1a

mind. and conac1ousnei3s depart from his body..

Hawthorne

usee the deecr1pt1on of Clifford's "eyea" to show his
inner and psychological state

or· mind

and heart:

After a blank moment, there would be flickering
taper-gleam 1n his eyeballs. It betokened that
his spiritual part had returned, and waa doing
its best to kindle the heart' a house-hold fire,
and light up intellectual lamps 1n the dark and
ruinous mansion, where 1t was doomed to· be a.
forlorn 1nhab1tant.93
The state

~f

his eyes serves to 1nd1oate Clifford's

inner atruggle to renew hie relation with the deep ocean
of

hu~an

life.

Though he ia 1n a brolten state of

heart and mind, he ia almost magnetized by the urge inside himself t,o plunge 1nt,o the

aympat.hies."

n

surging stream

or

human

He 1s ready even to sympathize with a monkey;

indeed, he bursts into teara when.he perce1vea the
ugliness of that being, physically as well a.a spir1ual-

93Ib1d., p. 131.
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ly.

One day upon seeing a political procession on

the street from an arched i.vindcnr on 'the 'Seoond story,
Clifford attempts to jump out to join the crowds of
people.

At another time, seeing the throngs of church-

goers from his windo'W, h1s heart yearns to have a part

1n thia common a.ot1v1ty.
with him for church.

He persuades Hepzibah to start

But just as he is about to cross

the threshold, h1a spirit fails him.

He shrinks from

himself:
11

It cannot be, Hepz1bah!--1t is too late. We
are ghoata~ We have no right among human beings.
--no right anywhere but in this old house, which

had a curse on 1t. and which, therefore, we are
doo~ed to haunt!
And, besides, it would not be
fit nor beautiful to go! It 1s an ugly t.hought
that I should be frightful to my fellow-beings,
and that children would cling to their mothers'
3owns at sight of metn94

We see a. flickering, ;in these lines, of that delicate
and k:l.nd reeling Clifford has toward his fellowmen.

He

realizes that his frightful ugliness wtll never be welcomed by the throng •
.He makes a third attempt to mingle w1 th the

After Judge Pyncheon's death, he and

multitude.
Hepz1bah

escape from the old house.

94 Ib1d .. , p •. 204.

-

For a while he is
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free, rr·ee from the old house, from his past, from his
old.age, and from all the miseries
endured.

or

suffering he ha.a

He is exhilarated with joy that he is again

sitting in a train with "fifty human beings in close
relation."

He has finally broken down the wall between

himself and the world and 1s drawn into the great
current of human life.
In the first chapter of the present study, the
character of Judge Pyncheon was briefly analyzed.

In

t,he outer world he is represented a.a a. warm, benevolent,

and powerful person. but inside he is wicked, gross,
and ignoble.

With hie words, he tries to assure Hepzibah

of his love and concern for Clifford.

He claims that he

will do everything 1n h1s power to make Clifford happy.
Yet he is the very one

a.go.

who~sent

Clifford to prison years

His pretense cannot escape the eyes of Hepz1bah.

She saya to him 1 tta1ve over, ! beseech you, this loathsome pretense of affection for your victim!
him!

say so. like s man!

You hate

You cherish, at th1s moment,

some black purpose against him in your he3rt. 0 95

After

Hepz1ba.h's accusation, he has to admit that his purpose

-

95Ib1d., p. 271.
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of urg1ne:; a.n 1nterv1evt is not aotua.lly for the welfare
of Clifford but for aeour1ng the secret of the hidden
we9.lth.

He threatens that if he leaves .the.house without

the secret. he w1ll send Clifford to a. public a.sylurn for
the rest

of

his life.

In the rollowing outrage of Hepzi-

' bah, we get a glimpse of Hawthorne's opinion of the
Judge:
"It is you that are· diseased 1n mind, .not Clifford!
You have forgotten that a woman was your mo~her!-
that you have had sisters, brothers, children of
your ovm!--or that there ever was affection between
man and man, or pity from one man to another, in
this miserable world. 0 96
·

Hia thirst for wealth and more wealth has made the judge
blind to human sympathies.
life ia riches and fame.

H1s one ruling purpose in
In order to get what he wants,

he will sacrifice his heart.

H1s heart has become so

ncold" that he 1.a no longer capable of' any human feelings.

Out of hie selfiehneas and wicked doings, he ha.a destroyed
not. only Clifford' a body but also his heart.

Using his

position aa a judge 9 he wants to show that he has control
over Clifford 1 s life.

By doing so. he lets h1s mind

again overrun his heart.

96Ib1d.

-'

0

p. 2820

It is thus inevitable that
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doom must catch up with him.
In the three characters discussed above, Hawthorne borrows once again the key devices of head over
heart, of ona'a control over another 1n the pract1oe of

hypnotism, to unfold his theme.
Holgrave, the descend.ant of Maule, assumes in
the present story the role of a photographer.
ziba.h ha.a reason to believe that he practises

magnetism" and gives leotures on the topic.

But
t

1

Hep~

anlmal

Though she

does not particularly like the man, Hepziba.h admits
he has tta. •.vay of ta.king hold of one's mind."

Holgrave

himself hints that he 1a quite a learned man, for he has

already been a country schoolmaster, a salesman, a po11 tica.l editor, a pedlar traveling through New England
and t.he Middle States, a. dentist, and of more recent

day, a public lecturer on "mesmerism.»

He also assures

Phoebe, by putting Chanticleer to sleep, that for this
new science he has very remarkable endowment.
Holgrave claims to be a "thinker" but he seems
to .us more of an observer.

He occupies a part of the

house for the purpose of prying into the inner world
of the Pyncheons.

He takes pleasure in looking closely
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at the moods of Hepzibah and Cl1fford.

Hawthorne tells

ua:
0

He was too calm a.nd·oool an observer. Phoebe
felt bis eyes, often; his heart, seldom or
never.. He took a certain kind of interest in
Hepzibah and her brother, and Phoebe herself:.
He studied them attentively, and allowed no ·
slightest circumstance of their 1nd1vidual1t1ea
to escape him."97
L11rn a hypnotist, he 1nqu1reo deep int-? the inner spheres

of their soul and tries to influence their doings.

He

looks on the old house of the seven gables as a theatre
and the people who dwell in 1t as actors.

He takes the

distress and misfortune of Hepzibah and Clifford as a
tragedy on the. stage..

He has no feelings wha taoever

toward them.

W1th hie
sight

or

meame~io

gift, Holgrave tries to catch

man's inner movements as well as outward

activ1ties.

He devotes time to the etudy of Judge

Pynoheon'a soul and mocks at hie discoveries.

He loves

to treat all men as subjects of his hypnotic practice.
He attempta even to try hia power on Phoebe:
Hole;ra.ve gazed a.t her, • • • and recognized
an incipient stage of that curious peycholo-

-

97:rbid., p. 213.
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gical condition, which; as he had h1mealf told
Phoebe, he possessed more than an ord1na.ry
faculty of producing. A veil was beg1nn1ng to
be muffled about her 1n which she could behold
only him, and 11ve. only in his thoughts and
emotlone. His glance, a.s he ·rastened 1t on the
young girl, grew involuntarily more concentrated;
in his attitude there wa.a-the conac1ouaneas of
power, investing hie hardly mature figure with a.
dignity that d1d not belong to 1.ta physical
manifestation. It was evident that, with but
one wave of his hand.and a corresponding effort
of his will, he could complete his mastery over
Phoebe's yet free and virgin ep1r1t: he could
establish an influence over this good, pure,
and simple ch!ld.98
It is faaoinat.ing to see hmv very fam111a.r Hawthorne
has

been wi.f-1.i the methods, the my.ster1ous power, and the

general practice of hypnotism in his day.
His love and reverence for Phoebe finally compel

Holgra.ve not to use his hypnotic power on her.
wants for himself ths.t
sees in Phoebe.
tion for hie

0

He

self-balanc1ng power" wh1ch he

He· looks at Phoebe aa the only salva-

soul~

"You are strong!

You must be both

strong and wise for I am all astray. and need your
counsel.

to dol"

It may be you can suggest the only right thing

Phoebe's aoceptanoe of his love offers him the

"only possibility for happ1nese" and saves h:la soul
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from eternal

loss~

Head and heart have oome together to

temper each other in the marriage of Holgrave and Phoebe.
Th1s bond at the same t1me brjnga the two fam111ee into
one accord.
Turning to the inserted legend of uA11ce Pynoheon,"
we find, for the first time in h1s works, Hawthorne's
dets1led descr1pt1on Of hypnotism With 1ta Opera.tor and
the subject.

The whole process of hypnosis 1s recorded •

.Alice 1s used a.a a medium by the old

~satthew

T\':aule, a grandson of the or1g1na.l Maule, to acquire
'

'

knowledge of the myeter1ous world.

Alice is asked to

sit on a. chair and "to fix her eyes'' on the opera.tor.
'Unutes lat.er with a "half-uttered exolamat1on," Alice

All the efforts and no1ses fail to

is put to sleep.

awaken her from deep trance.
\!atthew manages

triumphs:

to

keep dom1n1on over Alice.

"She 1e mine!

strongest sp1r1t!"
that of Alice.

From that moment on,
He

M1ne, by the r1ght of the

Ma.t.thew•a strong w111 overrules

He assumes whole control over her mind,

action, and body.

Little has she dreamed of the power

the. t. 1 a taking grasp of her maiden soul:

A will, most unlike her own, constrained her
to do 1ta grotesque and fantastic b1dd1ng.
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Her rather. as 1t proved, had martyred his
poor child to an inordinate desire for measuring h1a land by miles instead .or acrea.99
And therefore. wh1le Alice 11ves, ahe 1s Matthew Maule'a

slave.

By posthypnotic suggestions, ha ha.a but to wave

his hand to make bow herself to hie bid wherever ahe
may chance t.o be.

It 1a through M:a.tthew' s hypnotic

practice that Alice 1s driven to her grave •. He takes
a woman's delicate soul into h1a rude grip and plays
with it until he destroys 1t.

ha.rm done.

Ha regrets too late the

He ha.a thus ma.de the hate between the-two

families too deep to be removed.
Through this legend of "A.lice Pyncheon. 0 Hawthorne
has certainly managed to bring in "atmospher1oal medium"
to moralize ·h1s theme.

Studying the whole book more

closely. we are convinced that Hawthorne has from the
beginning of the story been anxious to unload this legend
of "Alice Pyneheon."

In the first chapter of the book,

he mentions "Alice's posies" with hints of a myster1oua
legend.

Then in the following chapters he again and

again puts 1n a note about Alice's harpsichord.

99:rb1d., P• 2lt-9.

-

When
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he has a.roused enough curiosity about the "mystery"
of Alioe, Hawthorne manages to add that.the withered
flowers 1n the Pyncheon garden wera originally planted
by her..

All the time the readers a.re conscious that

the garden with its flowers has played an important
role in bringing Holgrave and Phoebe together.and 1n
bringing Clifford baok ·to a. more normal life. · Again
near the very end of the book, Hawthorne puta tn another
chapter, "Alice' a Poe1es," to show how the posies
have now become the symbol of the end of the "curse."
Now we see more clearly the role of the hypnotized
Al1oe Pynoheon 1n the \Vhole story.

Hawthorne has used

the legend of hypnotic power and result as the central
thread to tie all characters and tales together, though
invisibly.
example

Thia legend aerves also aa an extraordinary

o~

how Hawthorne uees hypnotism 1n hie works.

The House
----

or

_.

the Seven Gables is full of all
...............

aorta of deep intentions. suggestions! and meditations.
In this book, Hawthorne's art1at1c use of. hypnotism 1s
obv1oua in its pr1na1plea and terms.

Hawthorne has

grown mature, too, in h1a own views toward th1e new
science.

He attempts to find out the

amou..~t

of human
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nature conta1ned in the "abused 0 practice of hypnotism.
In another of Hawthorne's

novels.~

Blithedale

Roma.nee, Hawthorne uses life a.t Bl1theda.le Farm to
frame the story

or

the romant1o characters and their

relations to one another.

He g1vea very little atten-

tion to the actual minute act1v1ty on the farm, though
he definitely ha.a hinted through the course of the plot
that so far as he te concerned, the whole experiment of
the farm is a failure.
toward a

aim~lar

Thia reflects h1e viewpoint

experience he had at Brook Farm in the

course of one years
The real Ue was never an associate of the community. there has been a spectral appearance
there, sounding the horn at daybreak, and milking the cows, and hoeing potatoes, and raking
hay, toiling 1n the sun, and doing me the honor
to assume my name. But th1s spectre was not
myaelf .100
The most str1k1ngly drawn character in this novel
1e the proud and high-tempered Zenobia.

She is introduced

in the beginning a.a a very strong woman, both phyatcally
and sp1r1tually.
other women.

Her beauty surpasses that of all the

She d1al1kes Hollingsworth and shrinks

from hia project.

She talks about the project as "grimy,tt

lOOconway, p. 89.
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nu.nbeaut1ful," a.nd "positively hopeless."
can tolerate such a philanthropist.

She never

Yet after she first

meets Hollingsworth' a eyes, she is drawn helplessly
into the gulf of his egotism.

She offers her love to

him only to flnd that he loves Pr1ac1lla, her newly
claimed sister.

Zenobia, who has

be~n

haughty in spirit

and' strong in m1nd, 1s now unable to suata1n herslef;
neither 1s she able to cover her ttwounda.n
wtth a broken heart.

a magnetic

She perishes

Her love for Hollingsworth, like

power, hypnotizes her beyond all sanity.'

Her one passion 1n 11fe 1 to gain H1111n5sworth'slove,
makes her forget all her other e.1m's.

She neglects

the experiment on the farm and her position ae a leader
in this community; she is even w1lllng to offer Pr1sc1lla
to the mesmeriat in order to remove her from the sight
of Holl1ngaworth.

When she fails 1n hor love affair,

she 1 s' completely thrown

off balance.

Dea th, a.nd only

death, can bring her soul to safety.
Hollingsworth, the

philanthropist~

de ..1ot1ng h1a

power to the reformation of criminals, has the scheme
of pursuing a large piece of land and a "apec1ous edifice."

with this purpose 1n mind, he has come to live on the
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fa.rm.

Ooverda.le finds him to be "not altogether human."

He lends Zenobia his affect1on·aa long as ahe is available
for h1a scheme.

In order to assure Zenobia of his de-

votion, Hollingsworth ia even ready to sacrifice Priacilla
to Westervelt, the mesmer1at. ·But as soon as he f:tnds

ou.t that Zenobia is no longer "rich," he flings her aside
as a broken tool.

Hawthorne stresses the point that

Hollingsworth' a finest gift is his great heart, but since
it overbalances the head, the philanthropist is somehow incomplete.

Because he lacks controlling intellect,

Holl1ngaworth's heart 1a destroyed as philanthropy
becomes hie one "ruling passton. in one exclusive channel."
Zenobia calls him a "monster--a cold, heartless, selfbeg1nn1ng and self-ending piece' of meahan1am .. "

Coverdale

speaks of him as one of those who "will keep no friend
unless he make himself the mirror of their purpose" and
who "will smite and slay you, and trample your dead
oorpse under foot, all the more readily if you take the
first atep with them, and cannot take the second and the
third and every other step" of their path.

Hollingsworth

deems b1a scheme a holy work and 1s willing to offer
aacr1f1cee of whatever 1s most preoioua.
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Thus the "god-like" benevolence of Hollingsworth
has been debased into devouring egotism.

Hollingsworth.

the criminal reformer, becomes the only or1m1nal who
neeqs to be reformed,.

-

Similar to the method he uses 1n The House of

-

the Seven Gables, Hawthorne in .TI!! Bl1thedale Romance
1naerta a legend of the Veiled Lady.

This legend is

used to indicate the true personalities of the romantic
characters and to tie the whole story together.

Early

in the first paragraph of the first chapter of the book,

Hawthorne gives us the illusion of the Veiled Lady-.
He also expla.1ns "for the benefit of the reader" that
the Veiled Lady 1s "a. phenomenon in the mesmeric linen
--one of the earliest t,hat has indicated the ub1rth of

a new ec1ence or the revival or·a.n old humbug."

Using

the legend, Hawthorne states that Priscilla has identity
w1 th the Veiled Lady$ ·Then the plot rushes swiftly on

a.a 1f Hawthorne 1s anxious for the r.ead.er to see how he
is to end.

The show of the Veiled Lady is earnestly

described by Hawthorne: the cu1"ious and impatient
audience, the homely village lecture-hall, the et.age,
the "bearded•'· mesmeriat 1n "Oriental robes, n and, most

a:;

1mporta.rit of a.ll, the personage of the Veiled Lady:

lla is induced to aleep before the large audience.
mesmeric faculty 1s utilized by Westervelt.

Pr1sc1-

Her

Hawthorne

cites in detail the principal devices and the eff eata
of hypnotism.

He tells how through hypnotism the

"mira.euloua powertt of ohe human being' takes over the
will and pa.aa1ons

or

another; in the end ttsettled grief"

becomes but a ahadow under .the influence of a hypnotist
and "strong love of years melted a.vray like a vapor."
Hav1thorne' s "disgust" mounts to horror as he sees Wester-

velt take possession of the
being.

sancti~y

of Prtso!.lla's

Hawthorne uaes the effects of Westervelt' a hypno-

tism aa art1at1o machinery to brood over hie moral--

the heart, the rich ju1oee of human life, should never
be pressed violently out from one' a being.
All the way through the story, our sympathy is
at its keenest whenever Priao1lla is concerned.

Haw-

thorne first presents her with fragility, depression
and sadness in the picture by the fireside in the farmhouse.

As a result of habitual seclusion, her face 1s

of ''a. wan, almost sickly hue. •1

Through her fo1"lom

appearance, we get gl1pses of her forlorn ap1r1t. ~ .' .·
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She seeks "shelter" not only for her body but also for
her soul.
her.

Living on the farm has gradually benefited

She grows straonger and gayer every day.

But her

soul continues to be torn between her strong affection
for Hollingsworth and the mysterious power of Westervelt.
Hawthorne describes her aa a "butterfly at play in a
flickering bit of sunshine and mistaking 1t for a broad
and eternal summer."

At the last appearance of the

Veiled Lady, she finally throws off the "evil hand;'

that formerly environed her and is safe forever.

She

has come out triumphantly, for she has always kept her
·nvirgin reserve and sanctity of soul" throughout it all.
Hawthrone' a picture of Coverdale reminds us very

much of Holgrave in The House

.2!

~

seven Gables.

Though he ia only an observer taking no pa.rt 1n the common
destiny of others, Coverdale ls not completely removed
from the world.

He tries to look in the hearts of

Zenobia, Hollingsw·orth, ,Westervelt, and ?risc1lla for
secrets otherwise hidden to the vrorld.

He probes at

their identities and their relations one to the other.
His heart grows remorseless as he watches them as actors

on his mental stage.

He is present at all the important
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crises of the lives of the other four.

Suddenly he

realizes that even an observer can become a. "cr1m1nal.n
He says:

"Tha. t cold tendency; between instinct and

intellect, which made me pry with a speculative interest
into people's pas,sions a.nd impulses, appeared to have
gone tar towa.rd.unhumaniztng my heart •. ttlOl

He leaves

immediately his role and is content.
Coverdale has never

care~

to possess anyone;

neither has he wanted to be possessed.

He refuses to

be a slave of Hollingsworth' a "great, black

u~liness

of sin":

Had I but touched his extended hand, Holl1ngsworth1 s magnetism would perhaps have penetrated
me with his own concept1on of all these matters.
But I stood aloof. I fortified myself with
doubts whethre his strength of purpose had not
been too gigantic for his integrity, impelling
him to trample on considerations that should
have been paramount to every other.102
.
Coverdale is wise enough to know how to balance his
intellect and his passion, h1s mind and h1s heart.
holds himself firm in his beliefs and disbeliefs.
all, he keeps himself always true to the world.

He
Above

For

him; Hawthorne thinks, salvation 1s easily attained.

lOlib1d., p. 192.
102rb1d., PP• 167-168.
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From

!h! Bl1thedale Romance,

1t 1a evident that

Hawthorne.' a attention during that per1od of hia 11fe

was centered in two things: the social1st1c reform

atmosphere whtch is 1111s·trated in Brook Farm, a.nd also
the nmeameric" or "hypnotizing" interest of the hour.
Hawthorne hao a desire to probe spiritual reality .beneath

all manner of guises, but not at the expense of what
human beings have held to be sacred and sanct1fied--the
heart or the soul.

He does not at all try to cover his

critical attitude toward a contemporary
mesmerism

Ol"

0

so1ence 11 like

hypnot1 smt as 1 t 1a called today.

Obviously,

he disapproves of the way in which these "imperfect theories*'

ot mesmerism, rejected once by modern science aa
"rubbish," are now

t,o~sed

up again.

F'or he .says:

My country men! !:!ethinl-:s ·tre have fallen
on an ev11 age. If these phenomena have not
humbug at the bottom, so much the worse for ua •
• • • • These goblins, 1f they exist at all, are
but shadows of po.at mo:ral1ty--outcasts. mere refuse stuff, adjudge unworthy of the eternal
world, and, on the most favorable sup ooaition,
dwindling gradually into nothingness. 103
·

Alas!

--

In 'l'he House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne

-

swamps us with details and lingers on the story aa if

103The Blitheda.le Romance, p. 249.

-
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he 1e me.smerized by h1s own daguerrot.ypist.

But in

The Bl1thedale Romance, he has grown to have der1n1tely
a clearer viewpoint and a firmer attitude toward modern
hypnotism.

The various illstrations used in this paper

also e:ta.mplify the nature of the environment in which

Hawthorne has placed himself 1n h1s day and generat1on.

Close examination or these novels has brought
e'ridence that Hawthorne not only has ample knowledge of

the principles and practices of hypnotism at his day,
but also ha.a used them

a.s media to transfer his thoug.11t.a,

attitudes, and viewpoints into his works.

The 1dentifi-

oat1ons and analyses of t.hese usea lead us to an even

better and richer v1ew of Hawthorne as a man, a novelist,
and an artist.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
To Henry James, Hawthorne's ca.rrer was as "tranquil and uneventful a one as ever fell to the lot of
a ma.n of letters. ul04

After the study of Ha.wth.orne

and of his works 1n the foregoing chapters, we hold

Jamee' statement not preo1aely true.
Though he had 11 ttle contact w1 th the world,
Hawthorne was 1nt1mate with all kinda of people and
showed us through his works, the infinite variety
of human experiences.

One of the experiences that

interested him most keenly was the practice of hypnotism of his day.

The foregoing chapters have illustrated

that Hawthorne not only was attentive to the principles,
methods, and practice of hypnotism but also managed
to use them ae media to express his thoughts, his attitudes, his mind and

he~rt.

This art of interweaving

his themes with hypnotism had proved to be a worthy
subject to be studied.
Hypnotism, or mesmerism as 1t was called in Hawthorne' a age, had been practised for many centuries,

104Henry James, Jr.,
p. 1.

Hawthorne (New York, 1879),
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first in the Orient, then in Europe, and in the United
States.

The main principles of hypnotism lie 1n the

separation of one•a onsa1oua and suboonao1oua mind.
But to Hawthorne the key point wa,s the isolation of one's
outer and !inner states or the imbalance of heart and
·head.

The hypnotist often used the "f1x1ng Cf"' the eyes"

to concentrate the fixation

or

the subject's mind.

The

method of suggest1b111 ty was then u·sed to_ induce the

subject till he completely lost control of his consciouenesa, and only then could the hypnotist succeed in taking the control of the subject's mind, body, and action.
During Hawthorne's age, the practice of hypnotism

was still new and disapproved by the general public.
Often it was used with a.
purposes.

my~terious

a.ir and for uncertain

The showmanship was still appl1ed by hypno-

tists to at1r the curiosity of the audience.

Thus

we found in Hawthorne's works descriptions of the stage,
the "Oriental robes,"' and the "printed handbills" of the
"shown of the Veiled La.d.y.

Hawthorne believed strongly in the mixing
reality and imagination.

or

His tales and novels are examples

of how firmly he held this belief.

With touches of "fancy 0
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and 1mag1nat1on, Hawthorne successfully transcribed incidents and real exper1enoea 1n his lU'e into great works
of art.

In characters such as Holgrave and Coverdale,

we f 1nd reflections of Hawthorne himself as an observer
of people and things; and in Fanshawe and Hepzibah, we
may see the same solitude and 1solat1on experienced by
Hawthorne in h:ts early manhood.

Hawthorne also wove

the legendary curse on his first ancestor and "the
mysterious disappearance of the t1tlea of Hawthorne's
maternal relatives to the land of Raymond, Maine,••

-

---------

into the plot of The House of the Seven Gables.
After this method of mixing, he went a atep
further in 1nter\veav1ng hie works w1 th the new theories

of his age.

Hypnotism, being the one that appealed

most strongly to his mind• was ueed many times 1n his
works.

He used the violation of personality to indict

the praot1oe of hypnotism 1n general.
In early childhood. I witnessed a religious
practice of Buddhism baaed on the same methods and
pr1no1plea of modern hypnotism.

The subject gradually

105The Bl1thedale Romance, pp. 244-251.
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lost conaciousness under the priest's repeated suggestions.
The subject was thus made to hear, to aee. and to act
what the priest willed.

I was informed that this practice

had been practised by the general public in China for
many centuries.

Salem, Miasaohusetts, where Hawthorne was born
and lived, was the first port to have oommun1cat1on with
the Oriental countries; especially China and India.106
We are told that Hawthorne "liked to watch the vessels
dropping down the atreamn

and that "nothing pleased h1m

more than to go on board a newly arrived
East."107

b~rk

from down

Fields also tells how many times he and Haw-

thorne made acquaintances of the sailors and listened
to the tales from far-off

lan~s.

Through these exper1encea,

Hawthorne may have gained his r1rat knowledge of hypnotic
practices of the Orient.
It is interesting to study Hawthorne' a knowledge
of and attitudes toward hypnotism.

Yet this phase of

Hawthorne's genius has never been included or appraised
by any of his biographers.

lo6

.

S1nce the last word concerning

Jamee Duncan Ph1111ps, Salem, and the Indies
(Boston, 1947), pp. 44-60..
--- --l07F1elds, p. 53.
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Hawthorne had not been said, I hope that this study may
contribute something toward a

d~eper

apprec1at1on of

Hawthorne's art and may suggest a larger significance
of Hawthorne's genius.
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VITA

The writer was born at P1ng-hu, in Chek!ang province of China, on February 21, 1933, the eldest daughter
,of Mr. and Mrs. Linc,oln Ling Hsu.

She attended elementary

schools at the cities of Ohungking, Nan-An, Tatu-Koo,
and Kuei Yang, China...

H.er Junior school

course~

were

taken at ?ei Wen G1rls' Middle School 1n Shanghai, China,

and ahe f1n1shed her senior high school oouraes at Taiwan
Prov1no1a.l Ch1a Yea G1rl.s' Middle School, Chia. Yea., Tai-

wan, Ch1na, in July, 1950, with rirst degree honors.
She attended Taiwan Uomal University, which we.a
formerly called Ta.1wan Provincial Teachers College, Tai- ·
pe1, Taiwan, China, in Septemtier. 1950, and majored in
English Language.

Vlhile at college, she tut.ored high ·

school students and other college students 1n English,
and in addition, worked part time at the Taiwan Prov1no1al Department

or

Educatton at Ta1pe1, Taiwan.

She

graduated from 1'a1wa.n Normal Un1vers1.ty ''1th f1rat degree
honors 1n July, 1954.
Arter graduation, she taught one year to satisfy
one

or

gre~,

the requirements for gradna.t1on wit.h a
at

school.

Ta1w~n

B~

A. de-

Normal University Affiliated Middle

She taught three seot1ona of beginning English

and one section of ninth grade English.

This experience

completed the requirements for the B. A. Degree, which
was awarded in July, 1955·
She applied for entrance to the Graduate School

of Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina.
was accepted and gra.nt.ed a f"ull scholarship.

She

She

arrived 1n the United States 1n September, 1955·

She

finished her courses a.t Furman University 1n May, 1957,
and was awarded the degree of Master of Arte with a
major 1n Education.

In September, 1957, ehe started to do graduate
work at the Un1vers1ty of Richmond.
teach, preferably in college.

She intends to

